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Abstract 

 
The paper aimed to consideration of a problem of modeling of complex systems. The use of fuzzy cognitive maps for modeling 
and the analysis of functioning of complex systems is offered. Features of difficult system on the example of social and 
economic system are analyzed to work The author seeks to track process of change of views and approaches on modeling of a 
sustainable development of social and economic systems. The problem is formulated on the basis of synthesis of concepts of 
the theory of systems and the theory of decision-making, the theory of fuzzy graphs and the theory of hierarchical multilevel 
systems that expands possibilities of the accounting of uncertainty various nature, including risk of a human factor. The idea 
locates and the concept of an fuzzy cognitive map as fuzzy directed graph unlike known examples of fuzzy cognitive maps is 
entered. In this work the concept of fuzzy bases of the fuzzy first way focused the column is used, approach to their application 
for the analysis of fuzzy cognitive maps is considered. The special attention is paid to the description of an example illustrating 
possibilities of modeling of a trajectory of a sustainable development of social and economic systems by means of fuzzy 
cognitive maps in the form of fuzzy directed graph. The example of work of the Matrix program developed earlier realizing 
known algorithms of stay is given: fuzzy ways between concepts; approachibility matrixes; definitions of a set of fuzzy bases, 
connectivity in this article. This all is important for forecasting of sustainable developing social and economic system. 
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 Introduction 1.

 
Relevance of the presented work is proved by the requirement of the accounting of a trajectory of a sustainable 
development of the social and economic systems (SES) which increased in the XXI century at adoption of administrative 
decisions (Slesarev & Yanovskiy, 2014; Tretyakova, 2013; Yu & Wu, 2014). That is why research of structural stability of 
SES will be one of actual problems in the field of modeling of complex systems which typical representative is the social 
and economic system. 

The social and economic system as a complex system, on micro and at the macro levels possesses such property 
as complexity (Morales-Matamoros et al., 2010). 

Complex systems exist as set of objects on production, in the social sphere, in economy, in scientific and technical 
development. The main distinctive features of complex systems are numerous and various by the nature and type of 
communication between separately existing elements of system. Moreover, these communications are dynamic by the 
nature that complicates a task modeling of such system and even more increases relevance. Communications between 
elements of complex system are always characterized by a certain order, internal properties, an orientation on 
performance of functions of system. Such features of this concrete system are accepted to call structure. 

It is obvious that in structure it is inherent some general regularities, and it can separately be studied, irrespective 
of the concrete contents and purpose of complex system. It is also possible to speak about application in system of 
various knowledge and technical means, modeling and simplification, the centralized use of information. 

High sensitivity to different revolting influences of environment is one more important feature of complex system. 
This characteristic and remains today thoroughly not studied, and therefore also actual for research if we want to 
understand how to construct model of system for development of reasonable administrative decisions for the purpose of 
its sustainable and safe development. Similar questions are often brought up in modern researches (Gamage et al., 
2013; Kalmar-Nagy & Stanciulescu, 2014; Xiong & Han Zhao, 2014). Studying of development of difficult systems – one 
of important modern tasks, which was more studied only at a stage of supervision over such systems. 

Relevance of research is caused, including such factors as accumulation of new knowledge and data on modeling 
of difficult systems for the last 10-15 years, and as a result, a new problem definition, for example as in (Bozhenyuk & 
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Ginis, 2014b; Bozhenyuk & Rozenberg, 2012a; Miller & Scott, 2007; Khokher et al., 2013). 
 

 Theoretical Analyses 2.
 
It is convenient to represent structure of system in the form of the graphic scheme consisting of tops, and lines 
connecting them – communications that is described in (Luqman et al., 2013). Such schemes are called structural. As 
such block diagram in this paper it is offered to use the fuzzy cognitive map (FCM) other than cognitive maps of type: 
Silov’s fuzzy cognitive maps (Silov 1995); Rules Based Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (Carvalho 2012); Generalized Rule - 
Based Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (Fedulov & Borisov, 2004); Relational Fuzzy Cognitive Maps and Fuzzy Relational Maps 
(Fedulov 2005), Neutrosophic Relational Maps (Kandasamy et al., 2003), dynamic cognitive of networks (Miao et al., 
2010). 

That fact is the distinctive reason of application of FCMs in the form of a fuzzy graph that mathematical the device 
of the theory of fuzzy graph allows to trace and investigate unequal communications between concepts when influence in 
one of the directions has much bigger impact on an element, than in other one. 

Besides, for the last 20 years the device of the theory of fuzzy graph developed rather roughly, settled and finds 
broad application in applied tasks (Vaishnaw & Sharma, 2012). And also it is well realized in languages programming of 
high level, allowing to develop programs for finding of the decision for the acceptable time in the automated mode 
(Bozhenyuk & Gerasimenko, 2014a). 

So, we will understand as an fuzzy cognitive map the fuzzy directed graph who is set by pair of sets  in 
which X = {xi}, i∈I={1,2,…,n} – is accepted an crisp set of concepts as which the factors, most essential to the considered 
problem, get out, and  = {<μu<xi,xk> / <xi,xk>>} is a fuzzy set of edges (or arcs ), where <xi,xk>∈X2, and μu<xi,xk> is a 
degree of membership oriented edge <xi,xk> to fuzzy set of directed edges . 

Also FCM can be given in the form , where X ={xi}, i∈I = {1,2, ..., n}, and - fuzzy valued mapping of 
the vertex set X into itself, ie, : X→X, which is given in the form of fuzzy images of the elements x∈X, i.e, 
(xi) = {<μ (xj) / xj>}, xj∈ (xi), here (xi) is a crisp set of images of the vertices xi∈X (Bershtein & Bozhenyuk, 2005, 
Mordeson 2000). 

The fuzzy cognitive map can be set and in the form of an fuzzy directed graphs of the second way , 
where   the set of concepts which is an fuzzy set in some universal great number of X, i.e.  = , x∈X, 
|X|=n, with function of accessory X:X [0,1], and   the fuzzy set of the focused edges (or arches) decides as 

 = {<μu<xi,xk> / <xi,xk>>}, <xi,xk>∈X2, on function of accessory U:X2 [0,1] (Bozhenyuk 2012b). We will note that 
fuzzy directed graphs of the 2nd sort if necessary it is possible to transform unambiguously in fuzzy directed graphs of the 
1st sort, as well as on the contrary, but in this case we will receive infinitely many fuzzy graphs of the second sort that 
isn't optimum. 

FCMs can act as concepts (tops, objects, and judgments), any objects of political, economic, social, ecological 
system or their set, for example, socio-economic indexes, political decisions and their effects, investments into health 
care and a demography, the purposes and necessary means of their achievement, etc. The revealed connections 
between tops and its importance will be fuzzy arches. 

For studying of SES often use reception of decomposition which essence is simplification of the system too difficult 
for consideration entirely. Such simplification can: 

a) actually to lead to replacement of system by some other, in some sense corresponding to the initial. As a rule, it 
becomes input of hypotheses of rejection or weakening of separate communications of system; 

b) completely to correspond to initial system and thus to facilitate work with it – such decomposition it is accepted 
to call strict or isomorphic that demands special methods of coordination and coordination of consideration of parts. 

The use of the offered FCMs type allows to carry out such simplification and as on the way a), and on the way b) 
since the indistinct organ by the nature is easily subject to changes and realizes property of isomorphism. 

It is necessary to be guided by the following fundamental principles at creation of model which have to be put in 
any SES model: principle of the accounting of risk of a human factor; principle of reflection of interaction of the person 
and environment; the principle of controllability of model, the principle of feasibility of model in the dialogue mode 
between the researcher and the computer. And also some principles of systemacity: principle of unity and 
communication; the principle of hierarchy offering introduction of hierarchy of elements and/or their ranging; the principle 
of functionality dictating joint consideration of structure and function with a function priority over structure; the principle of 
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development obliges to consider convertibility of system, its ability to development, expansion, replacement of elements, 
accumulation of information; principle of uncertainty: the accounting of uncertainty and accidents in system; the principle 
of sensitivity says that intervention in system has to be coordinated with the level of its reaction to intervention; principle 
of convolution: information and managing directors influence curl up (are integrated, generalized) at the movement from 
below up hierarchical levels. 

Thus, we will understand the way of its existence fixing quite certain priorities and interrelations of its elements as 
structure of system. For each system it is possible to construct some types of structures. 

Considering the called features and the designated list of the principles, the idea hierarchical is the basis for 
modeling of SES or the so-called stratified description of system (Haddad et al., 2006, Mesarovic et al., 1970), the 
developed model is partially described in (Bozhenyuk & Ginis, 2015). 
 

 The Research Example 3.
 
Structural stability of difficult system is directly interconnected with property of robustness of system (Wagner, 2005). 

From the point of view of system approach – it is accepted to understand robustness of the damaged system to 
adapt to new changed and, as a rule, to unforeseen situations, to resist to harmful effects as robustness, carrying out 
thus in whole or in part the criterion function, due to corresponding change of structure and behavior of system. Also 
robustness can be understood as firmness of system, in our case of structure. Depending on degree of complexity of 
structure property of survivability is shown as difficult integrated quality of system and, respectively, is quantitatively 
estimated by indicators of stability, durability, reliability, adaptability, fault tolerance, a noise stability, etc. 

From the point of view of the theory of directed graphs in FCMs under robustness we will understand degree of 
strong connectivity of directed graphs (Bozhenyuk & Ginis, 2013). 

We accept that all SES which are subjects to modeling are steady or quasi-stable. It is offered to define stability of 
structure of SES by definition of fuzzy base and robustness of FCM (Bozhenyuk et al., 2014c) for the purpose of definition 
of a trajectory of sustainable and safe development of the operated system. 

The most important components of SES are innovative activity, developmental development, such problems of 
economy as environmental problems of development territorial and production (or regional) complexes of the Russian 
Federation, demographic and food security and a number of essentially new elements, for example as in (Papchenko, 
2004). 

The sustainable development of regional SES is defined by the following set of components of safe development 
(see Figure 1). 
 

 
 
Figure 1. The cognitive model of structure of national security of SES  
 
We will enter the following designations: X1 – political safety, X2 – ethnic safety, X3 – military safety, X4 – technological 
safety, X5 – economic safety, X6 – ecological safety. Then FCM at one level of hierarchy assumes the following air (see 
Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. FCM at one level 
 
We will present represented in figure 2 FCM in the form of incidence matrix (see Figure 3). 
 

 
 
Figure 3. Incidence matrix 
 

 Results of Research 4.
 
We will find all fuzzy ways between concepts, we will construct the approachability matrix and we will define a set of fuzzy 
bases for what we will use specially developed Matrix (Bozhenyuk & Gerasimenko, 2014a) program (see Figure 4). 
 

 
 
Figure 4. Result of calculation in the program 
 
Thus, for the described example, FCM has the following fuzzy bases: B1={x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6}, B0,9={x1, x2, x4, x5, x6}, 
B0,8={x1, x2, x5, x6}, B0,6={x1, x2, x6,}, B0,4={x2}, BI0,2={x3}, BII0,2={x4}, BIII0,2={x5}, BIV0,2={x1}, B0,1={x6}, and the fuzzy set of 
bases is defined as . The given fuzzy set of bases allows to 
draw a conclusion that in the considered structure there is one concept from which all others are achievable with degree 
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0,4; there are three concepts from which all others are achievable with degree 0,6; there are four concepts from which all 
others are achievable with degree 0,8; also there are a set of five concepts from which all others are achievable with 
degree 0,9. 

The analysis of the found set of fuzzy bases shows that in structure of system there is one concept, and it not only, 
at the pessimistic forecast in which it is possible to invest small resources and it will give a positive effect in development 
of all components of system. I.e. making active the chosen concept, and with small expenses, it is possible to achieve a 
certain improvement of a state in all other concepts of SES. This speaks about rather steady structure of model. 

We will define degree of robustness of FCM. Analyzing the received set of strong connectivity (see Figure 4), we 
come to a conclusion that degree of robustness of our HKK=0,1, i.e. between two any concepts of FCM exists an fuzzy 
way with a conjunctive durability not less than 0,1 and it is obviously not a high rate. However, such value can be 
interpreted so: in this model dynamics of changes and interactions is high. 

In total, the carried-out analysis allows to draw a conclusion that structural stability of system low, but there are 
concepts which activization even in the pessimistic forecast leads to a steady positive effect in development of all SES. 
 

 Conclusion 5.
 
The modern social and economic system is characterized as the complex system described by set of qualitative and 
quantitative variables and factors. The offered approach with application of fuzzy cognitive maps in the form of fuzzy 
directed graphs will allow to construct steady structure of the SES model for the purpose of adoption of administrative 
decisions on its safe development. And the developed program Matrix simplifies work with FCM, irrespective of amount of 
interrelations and elements of system.  

Distinctive feature of the presented paper is possibility of the accounting of a human factor when developing 
models for the purpose of active influence of the operated system on management process for support of adoption of 
optimum and reasonable administrative decisions. 
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